
Many countries experienced macroeconomic diffi- measures, can have both demand-reducing and re-
culties in the 1980s as the debt crisis and interna- structuring effects. For example, changes in public
tional recession brought structural weaknesses spending can involve both generalized cuts and
into the open. But when structural adjustment is- deliberate shifts in composition, either to squeeze
sues came to the fore, little attention was paid to demand in a particular way or to support economic
the effects on the poor. Macroeconomic issues restructuring.
seemed more pressing, and many expected that This chapter is concerned with the effects on the
there would be a rapid transition to new growth poor of demand-reducing and restructuring poli-
paths. As the decade continued, it became clear cies. Since restructuring calls for a more efficient
that macroeconomic recovery and structural use of labor, it is fully consistent with the policies
change were slow in coming. Evidence of declines advocated in this Report for the long-run reduction
in incomes and cutbacks in social services began to of poverty. In Indonesia restructuring policies
mount. Many observers called attention to the sit- mainly focused on the industrial sector, whereas in
uation, but it was UNICEF that first brought the Tanzania the emphasis was on agriculture. But in
issue into the center of the debate on the design both cases the changes will help the poor over the
and effects of adjustment. By the end of the decade medium to long term by promoting the demand
the issue had become important for all agencies, for labor.
and it is now reviewed in all adjustment programs The short-run effects of adjustment, however,
financed by the World Bank. As UNICEF advo- can create difficulties, for two reasons. First, the
cated, attention is focused both on how adjust- process of economic restructuring is often sluggish
ment policies affect the poor and on the specific and uneven. Firms and labor markets take time to
measures that can be taken to cushion the short- adjust, and in the meantime economies can suffer
term costs. higher unemployment or underemployment and

labor incomes may decline. Second, demand-
Short-run policy and household welfare reducing measures may be unavoidable, and these

are likely to hurt the consumption of the poor and
The starting point for adjustment is macroeco- the nonpoor alike. The need for cuts in public
nomic disequilibrium. Whether the causes are ex- spending can lead to a particularly sharp short-run
ternal or internal, the usual symptoms are an un- conflict with two essential parts of the strategy ad-
sustainable current account deficit, internal vocated in this Report-delivering social services
financial problems-often linked to high inflation- and providing transfers and safety nets.
and slow growth. Adjustment has two objectives: Changes in the economy affect poor households
reducing the demand for imports and domestic through two main channels: markets, which deter-
goods to stabilize economic conditions and restruc- mine private incomes and the cost of consump-
turing the economy to reach a higher growth path. tion, and public services. Developments in agricul-
Many policies, notably exchange rate and fiscal tural and labor markets are the main determinants
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Box 7.1 Macroeconomic adjustment, household responses, and the role of women:
the experience of an urban community in Ecuador

Studies of the impact of economywide events on center in 1988 found that 80 percent were suffering
households are surprisingly rare. One such study was from malnutrition.
based on fieldwork in a low-income section of Guaya- In this community, as in many others, women have
quil, Ecuador's largest city, between 1978 and 1988. to balance several roles. In addition to earning income,
That was a period of boom and bust in the economy, many women spent more time on community activi-
driven partly by changes in the international oil ties, notably to arrange NGO services to replace declin-
market. ing public services. This put greater pressure on their

In 1978 the prospects for Indio Guayas, a rapidly role in the family-only rarely have men taken on more
expanding community largely made up of households household tasks. For women with young children, go-
in low-wage employment, looked good. A decade later ing out to work created even more difficulties. There is
real wages had fallen by up to one-half, the prices of evidence that more women are taking control of their
some foods had soared, and local public health and fertility; in 1988 more than 40 percent had undergone
education services, which had expanded rapidly in the surgical sterilization. Teenage daughters were often a
boom of 1978-82, had been cut. help to mothers, but at the cost of schooling and ade-

Recession and adjustment had widespread effects. quate parental attention. There was concern in the
Most men were still working full-time, but at lower community about teenage boys who were roaming the
wages. In response to falling incomes, the proportion streets or using drugs. Increased domestic violence,
of women working rose from 40 to 52 percent between often stemming from disputes over the allocation of
1978 and 1988. Many women had reentered the labor men's wages to household needs, was also reported.
force despite having young children at home, and oth- Many in this community are worse off than before.
ers devoted more hours each day to paid work. House- Most men earn less in real terms, and many have re-
hold composition was changing, with married sons or sorted to temporary migration. Women have been
daughters staying in the homes of their parents. Eating forced to supplement household incomes, adding to
habits changed: households consumed much less milk, the pressures they already faced. Children have often
fish, eggs, and fresh fruit, shifted from potatoes to pli- paid the price in poorer nutrition, impaired education,
tanos, and in some cases cut out meals-first supper, and loss of parental care.
then breakfast. A survey of children at a local health

of incomes; pricing and subsidy policies influence be placed in one of three broad groups. First are
the prices that households face. Public spending the countries that have made progress thanks to
on services, especially in the social sectors, can af- steady growth (as in China and India) or to the
fect both the current welfare and the human capi- effective handling of macroeconomic disturbances
tal of the poor. (as in Indonesia and Malaysia). Second are those

The poor are not passive in the face of these in which poverty has worsened because of reces-
developments: they adapt. Households draw sion; this group includes most of the severely in-
down their savings and alter their expenditures- debted middle-income countries and Eastern Eu-
notably, in the direction of cheaper sources of calo- rope. And third are the low-income countries
ries. Laid-off workers move into the urban infor- (most of Sub-Saharan Africa as well as such coun-
mal sector or return to rural areas. Secondary tries as Bolivia) in which slow long-term growth
workers (often women) enter the labor force, usu- and macroeconomic crises have led already acute
ally in relatively low-return activities. And house- poverty to become worse.
holds adjust their relationships with each other. A review of these three groups suggests that the
For example, the level of gifts or remittances may mix and timing of adjustment measures are cru-
change, and families may regroup. Box 7.1 looks at cial. The best approach seems to combine two ele-
the consequences of recession and adjustment for ments: (1) swift action on certain fundamental pol-
a low-income urban community in Guayaquil, icies that are designed to provide the context for
Ecuador. future growth and (2) macroeconomic policies that

can moderate reductions in private consumption
Macroeconomic policy and the poor in the transition period. Such a mix can support

effective adjustment and a relatively favorable out-
The evidence on poverty in the 1980s outlined in come for the poor.
Chapter 3 suggests that developing countries can Swift action is essential on policies that have to
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Box 7.2 Macroeconomic policies and the poor in Ecuador: results from a modeling analysis

Box 7.1 described the fortunes of a poor urban commu- GDP, private investment, and rural and urban poverty.
nity in Ecuador during the 1980s. That account, how- It compares a "no-shock" case with two different pol-
ever, sheds little light on macroeconomic causes of wel- icy responses to an adverse external shock. The shock
fare changes. A model is helpful for understanding is similar to the one that Ecuador actually experienced:
these causes. The model used here is designed to take a combination of a fall in the terms of trade (owing to a
account of both short-run macroeconomic develop- decline in the price of oil) and reduced access to foreign
ments and sectoral developments. It is based on a de- financing.
scription of Ecuador's socioeconomic characteristics With no external shock, there is steady progress in
and contains three urban and four rural social groups. reducing poverty. Most of this decline occurs in the
Box figure 7.2 shows alternative paths for Ecuador's rural sector, especially through rural-urban migration;

Box figure 7.2 Results of three scenarios for GDP, investment, and rural and urban poverty, Ecuador

Real GDP Private investment

Index Index
120 120

110 100

100 8 _

90 60

80 40

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Rural poverty Urban poverty

Percentage of total population Percentage of total population
30 30

20 20

10 10

0 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Year Year

Adjustment No adjustment - No shock

Source: de Janvry, Fargeix, and Sadoulet (background paper).
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Box 7.2 (continued)

urban poverty improves much more slowly. and inflation is lower. These conditions support a rapid
The "no adjustment" case assumes an essentially recovery after the third year as the economy shifts onto

passive stance in fiscal and monetary policy but a flexi- a new growth path with a stronger orientation toward
ble exchange rate policy. Maintaining public spending tradable activities, notably in the agricultural sector. In
moderates the fall in national income in the short run the short run GDP is lower than in the "no adjust-
but leads to a real exchange rate depreciation of almost ment" case, largely because of reduced demand. But
20 percent, higher inflation, higher real interest rates GDP is higher and grows more rapidly in the medium
(because of increased domestic financing of the fiscal term.
deficit), and a 40 percent decline in private investment. The clear beneficiaries are the rural poor. They are
This is a pattern seen in many Latin American coun- protected in the short run, in relation to their urban
tries. Welfare losses are moderate in the short run, for counterparts, by the depreciation of the real exchange
both the urban poor (maintaining spending leads to rate (increased farm incomes partially offset the effects
only small declines in labor demand and public ser- of declining wages), and they benefit in the long run
vices) and the rural poor, who benefit from higher agri- from a growth strategy with a stronger agricultural ori-
cultural prices thanks to the depreciation. But the gains entation. After seven years rural poverty is down to its
are short-lived. The shock reduces GDP in the second initial level and is falling steadily. Urban poverty rises
and third years, and low investment delays the transi- because of the initial contraction of demand and the
tion to the new growth path. Poverty worsens steadily. associated fall in real wages. Recovery along the new

The "adjustment" case involves fiscal and monetary growth path is only a minor moderating force by the
contraction and substantial depreciation of the real ex- end of the period; in Ecuador's case this reflects the
change rate, leading to a larger short-run reduction in high initial proportion of the urban labor force in ser-
GDP than in the "no adjustment" case. A decline in vices and other nontradables-sectors that grow rela-
investment-private investment falls by 30 percent in tively slowly. In the longer term the outcome for the
the first year-again moderates short-run consumption urban poor would be more favorable because of urban-
losses. But the domestic fiscal and monetary situation rural migration and the expansion of urban production
is more favorable than in the "no adjustment" case, of tradable goods.

do with economic restructuring. Especially impor- that the deficit is consistent with both short- and
tant are policies that concern relative prices and long-run objectives for inflation, investment, and
the management of public sector resources, includ- savings.
ing the budget and public enterprises. Poverty Analyzing alternative packages is difficult. One
cannot be reduced in the long term without approach is to use a model that consistently incor-
broadly based growth. But some policy changes porates macroeconomic factors, markets, and the
can also help the poor in the shorter term. Ex- determinants of household welfare (Box 7.2). A
change rate depreciation and other measures de- modeling approach helps to clarify issues but can-
signed to raise agricultural prices will increase the not do full justice to the complexities of the real
incomes of some of the rural poor, especially small world. In this review we therefore rely more on the
farmers. differing experiences of the countries in the three

Macroeconomic management can soften the im- groups outlined above.
pact of adjustment on consumption in several Adjustment is conditioned by initial macroeco-
ways. The government might plan for a temporary nomic imbalances, the depth of structural prob-
"pause" in investment, for increased foreign capi- lems, and the severity of external shocks. The first
tal flows, and for temporary increases in transfers group of countries, typified by many in East Asia,
from the budget. Some of these measures-public entered the decade with relatively stable mac-
spending on investment, for instance-are directly roeconomies, flexible production and trade struc-
subject to government control. Others, notably tures, and a history of investment in human capi-
private investment, will respond to other aspects tal. These countries suffered relatively mild
of the economic environment. When transfers are shocks, taking the decade as a whole (Table 7.1).
used, the budget deficit will be higher than other- As a result, adjustment there did not require a sus-
wise; this will be justified only if effective action is tained reduction in demand. Countries in the sec-
taken on other aspects of public finance to ensure ond group, induding many in Latin America, were
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living beyond their means at the beginning of the
decade, and they suffered larger shocks. Their ad- Figure 7.1 Poverty in Indonesia and Malaysia,
justment was inextricably tied up with the reduc- 1984 and 1987
tion of demand. These countries also had a greater
need for economic restructuring than the first
group. The third group, dominated by Sub- 0Incdence of poverty (percent)

Saharan Africa, started the 1980s with substantial 30
macroeconomic imbalances and severe structural
weaknesses, and it experienced the worst shocks. 25
In discussing each of the groups in more detail, it
is helpful to focus on one or two representative
countries.

The benefits to the poor of effective action l

15 
Indonesia and Malaysia represent the first group.
In Indonesia progress in reducing poverty was the
result of gains across the board; in Malaysia reduc- 10
tions in rural poverty outweighed a small rise in
urban poverty (Figure 7.1). These successes are the
result of effective adjustment. Both countries acted 5

swiftly on policy fundamentals while relying on
changes in investment, debt, and public spending
to prevent or moderate declines in consumption. 0 _ _ _ f___'

These countries needed to adjust because of the 1984 1987 1984 1987

fall in the prices of oil and other commodities. Indonesia Malaysia

Once it became clear that the shocks were not tem-
porary, both countries acted decisively to stabilize 0 Rural share 0 Urban share

their economies and establish a framework for eco- Note: The total incidence of poverty for Malaysia is slightly less
nomic restructuring. They adjusted their fiscal pol- than that reported in Chapter 3 because specific poverty lines

icies, depreciated their currencies, liberalized their for rural and urban areas have been used here.

Table 7.1 External shocks in the 1980s, by region trade regimes where necessary, and deregulated
(percentage of GDP) their industries. These policies raised the relative

Terms of Interest price of agricultural goods (Table 7.2), which pro-
trade rate tected the incomes of farmers in the short run and

Region and country shock a shockb Total encouraged continued growth in farm output. The
Sub-Saharan Africa -10.1 -4.4 -14.4 gains were fully passed through in the case of ex-
East Asia (excluding China) -3.9 -4.3 -8.1 port crop farmers, who are a significant part of the

China -0.6 -0.6 -1.2 farming population in both countries. Rice farmers
South Asia (excluding India) -7.9 -2.3 -10.2 in Indonesia also enjoyed significant gains. Well-

India -4.6 -1.0 -5.6 developed rural infrastructure and markets-the
Latin America and the fruits of the policies and investments of previous

Caribbean -6.3 -4.0 -10.3 decades-greatly reinforced the benefits to

Note: Numbers may not sum to totals because of rounding. The table farmers. The governments gave a high priority to
shows changes in external conditions for 1985-88 compared with the
average for 1970-80; it thus gives a measure of those shocks that mantaing public ifrastructure, despite the need
persisted into the second half of the decade. Aggregations by region for fiscal stringency.
are not weighted. Although restructuring was effective, demand-
a. The difference between changes in export prices and changes in
import prices between the two periods. Prices are in dollars and are reducing policies were also necessary. But these
weighted by the share of exports or imports in GDP.
b. Calculated from changes in the real interest rate weighted by the policies had only a moderate Impact on private
debt-to-GDP ratio. The real interest rate is derived from the implicit consumption. Investment was high at the begin-
nominal interest rate (the sum of public and private interest pay- ning of the adjustment, following the increase in
ments less interest receipts on reserves divided by total debt) and
from U.S. inflation. revenues from oil exports in the early 1980s, and
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Table 7.2 Changes in key variables, Indonesia
and Malaysia, 1984 and 1987
(1984 = 100, unless othervise indicated)

Indonesia Malaysia
Indicator 1984 1987 1984 1987 Box 7.3 The poor in Eastern Europe

GDP per capita 100 107 100 98 in the years of crisis
Private consumption per

capita 100 107 100 85
Fixed investment as a The evolution of poverty in Eastern Europe in the 1980s

percentage of GDP 22 19 32 23 was dominated by macroeconomic developments. As
in many highly indebted countries, structural defects

Real effective exchange were masked by overborrowing in the 1970s. Box fig-

rate' 100 55 100 76 ure 7.3 shows the pattern of changes in poverty in

Agricultural terms of trade 100 116 100 129 Poland and Yugoslavia. Whereas Poland was, until re-

Urban wage 100 115 100 97 cently, a centraly planned economy, Yugoslavia has
Rural wage 100 115 100 99 followed decentralized socialist policies since the

a. In terms of foreign currency per unit of domestic currency. 1950s.
Demand-reducing measures, coupled with halting

attempts to reduce subsidies, led to declines in real

urban wages in both countries and to increased unem-
there was room for a pause" in investmentwith-ployment in Yugoslavia. This was in spite of substantial

out a decline to unusually low levels (Figure 7.2). declines in investment, which in turn helped protect

Both countries cut public investment substantially, overall private consumption. Farm incomes fell less

especially in capital- and import-intensive activi- sharply because of exchange rate changes (notably in

ties. Private investment declined in response to the Yugoslavia) and because farm households have greater

contraction in economic activity, tighter monetary access to the "second" economy that operates outside

conditions, and greater uncertainty. The convinc- official markets. Urban poverty increased substantially.
Although reform was already under way in some

ingchraterofth*adusmet e pro d Eastern European countries in the 1980s, much more
the basis for a recovery in private investment, radical measures are being implemented or are under

consideration in the 1990s. These steps are likely to put
added pressure on urban labor. A substantial shakeout
of employment from the state sector will be necessary;

the private sectors of these economies, although grow-
Figure 7.2 Fixed investment in Indonesia and ing fast, are still very small. Subsidies are a major prob-

Malaysia, 1979 to 1988 lem; in 1988 they were 14 percent of GDP in Poland, 12

percent in Hungary, and 9 percent in Yugoslavia. The
task is dearly immense. Even so, the principle of effec-

Ratio of fixed investment to GDIP tive and early action on policy fundamentals, together

40 _____-- _____with measures to smooth consumption, applies here

too.

which was already beginning in 1988. Despite

lower receipts from the oil sector, the governments
were able to contain the budget deficits through
reduced public investment, greater stringency in

20 <g _ { current spending, and increased revenues (nota-

bly, in Indonesia, from higher domestic fuel

prices). In Malaysia overall fiscal control proved

consistent with holding the consumer price of rice
steady in nominal terms, thus increasing the fiscal

l 10 , transfers to rice consumers. Indonesia was able to

combine adjustment and an increase in foreign
borrowing without losing its creditworthiness.

1979 1982 1985 1988 Concessional assistance also made a valuable con-

tribution.
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This mix of measures achieved macroeconomic
stability with only moderate losses in welfare and
(especially in Indonesia) fostered a political envi-
ronment that supported strong adjustment. Ini-
tially favorable structural conditions helped short-
run macroeconomic management as well as
restructuring. The three most important factors at
the beginning of the decade were a well-managed

Box figure 7.3 Poverty and wages in Poland fiscal policy, high investment, and a relatively low
and Yugoslavia debt burden.

The outcome for the poor was favorable. In both

Poland countries most of the poor are farmers, and land
Incidence of poverty distribution was relatively even. Smallholders
(percent) Real wages (1978 = 100) were able to benefit from higher farm incomes. Ur-
30 120 ban and rural households that depended on wages

were potentially more vulnerable to the price in-
creases associated with devaluation in both coun-
tries and with the declines in national labor de-

20 so _ ; ; A 1 80mand as a result of recession in Malaysia. Wages
did fall in Malaysia, causing the small rise in urban
poverty seen in Figure 7.1, but in rural areas
higher incomes for farm and nonfarm enterprises

10 _ *i23"' _ 40 offset that effect. The decline in real wages was
also moderated by a fall in the share of profits,
especially in nontradables, and by the policy of
stabilizing rice prices. Although public wages de-

o I I _ _ _ _ = _ _ o0 clined in Indonesia, the overall buoyancy of the
1978 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 labor market (thanks to deregulation and the rapid

growth of nontraditional exports) appears to have
Yugoslavia raised real wages in the private sector. Survey evi-

Incidence of poverty dence for Indonesia indicates that the incomes of
(percent) Real wages (1978 = 100) poor households went up for all sectors and
30 120 occupations.

7-_7=1; :.- *,02.'.The problem of sharply reduced demand

20 _ - \ , . f S ; < 00 | >i2 < 80 The second group consists of middle-income coun-

tries that were living beyond their means at the
beginning of the decade as a result of easy borrow-
ing in the past. There, reductions in demand were

10 V , t 0 . 0 . .+ >; 40 unavoidable, and there was little scope for using

debt to smooth consumption. Because of these un-
favorable initial conditions, it was hard to avoid a

o - : _ _ _ o9squeeze on the incomes of the poor in the wake of
the debt crisis. In many of these countries the poor

1978 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 depend heavily on the labor market and are there-

O Urbanshare E1 Ruralshare Urbanwage fore vulnerable to a widespread drop in the de-
mand for labor. The group includes much of Latin

Note; ForPoland wages are adjusted for shortages of consumer goods America and parts of Eastern (Box 73)
in 1'980 and 1981. Amrc n at fEsenEurope (o .)
Source: Milanovic (background paper) and Pbsarac (background paper). Many are severely indebted. Brazil and Costa Rica

can serve as examples. Both experienced a sharp
increase in poverty when wages fell in 1983 (Figure
7.3). Costa Rica was able to reverse this trend-by

: __________________________________________________ _ A1986 poverty was below the level of the late
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employment stagnated. Policy had much to do

Figure 7.3 Poverty and wages in Brazil and with the subsequent outcome. Failure to reduce
Costa Rica the deficit undermined the effort to tackle infla-

tion. High domestic borrowing by the public sector
' raised real interest rates and expanded the share of

Brazil c financial profits in the economy (at the cost of the

(percent) Real wages (1980 = 100) shares of labor and of nonfinancial profits). In 1986
40 200 the Cruzado Plan sparked an economic boom that

reduced poverty substantially. But the rise in con-
sumption and wages was not sustainable, owing

30 _ t 150 to rising imports and resurging inflationary pres-
sures. When the inevitable contraction came, pov-
erty rose again. In 1987 the incidence of poverty

20 w ~ 4 , 100 was higher than at the beginning of the decade.
The country faced continuing fiscal difficulties and
a larger debt burden. Brazil had undergone the

10 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~0 recession of 1983 for nothing.S ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~Brazil's policies led to high inflation and
lo X E i i i (through widespread import controls) an appreci-

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ated real exchange rate, in relation to what it
1980 1981 1983 1985 1986 1987 would otherwise have been. Each of these effects

had complex implications for poverty. In general,
Costa Rica however, they made the poor worse off. The "in-

Inddence of poverty flation tax" is probably much more regressive than
(percent) Real wages (1978 = 100) traditional tax instruments. And greater deprecia-
60 120 tion would have helped the rural poor-although

to a smaller extent than in Malaysia, because more
of Brazil's rural workers depend on wages. Evi-
dence from the Philippines, another middle-

40 80 income country that failed to adjust adequately in

Table 7.3 Changes in key variables, Brazil,
20 -40 .. 1 1980 to 1987

4 1: 9-;' C (1980 = 100, unless othenvise indicated)

Indicator 1980 1981 1983 1986 1987

GDP per capita 100 92 87 99 100
0 0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Private consumption

1978 1983 1986 per capita' 100 92 89 99 96

03 Urban share 0 Rural share Fixed investment as a
|-_ Formal sector earnings Informal sector eamings percentage of GDP 23 23 18 19 22
l Manufacturing wage - Agricultural wage Public sector deficit as a

-Manufacturing wage Agriculturalwage percentage of GDP' 3.6 6.2 4.2 3.6 5.5

Annual inflation
(percent) 90 108 141 144 209

1970s-but Brazil's recovery was incomplete and
faltering. The difference can be linked to action on exchange rate' 100 92 118 108 100
policy fundamentals. Formal sector earnings 100 115 98 135 95

Brazil failed to act decisively on the fundamen- Informal sector
tals: its public sector deficit (adjusted for inflation) earningsd 32 37 30 53 35

remained high, and its real exchange rate did not a. Adjusted with the use of the GDP deflator.
change significantly (Table 7.3). The recession of b. The public sector deficit is the operational deficit after deductingthe component of nominal interest payments that can be attributed
1983 was probably unavoidable. Poverty increased to inflation.
because of falling wages and incomes in urban and c. In terms of foreign currency per unit of domestic currency.d. The index of informal sector earnings is in relation to the 1980
rural areas; informal employment grew as formal formal sector wage.
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Box 7.4 Macroeconomic policy choices and income distribution in the Philippines

The recession of 1983-85 in the Philippines illustrates Why is this? Recession and contraction in the labor
the costs to the poor of declining labor demand, lack of market cause declining labor productivity and rising
real exchange rate movement, and inflation. As in underemployment, which hit the poor hard. Accelerat-
many highly indebted countries, the crisis had its roots ing inflation also hurts the poor because nominal
in past overborrowing and structural defects. Stabiliza- wages fail to keep pace and because the poor lack ac-
tion began with a nominal devaluation and strict im- cess to assets that are protected from inflation. The
port controls, followed by drastic cuts in public spend- poor gain from real exchange rate depreciation because
ing and a tight monetary policy. The effects were exports are intensive in unskilled labor (and are often
initially stagflationary: a sharp decline in output, faster produced by peasants) and because tradables account
inflation, and an appreciating real exchange rate. The for only a small part of the consumption basket of most
currency did not depreciate in real terms until 1986. poor people in the Philippines. Govemment spending

How did all this affect the poor? An econometric mainly benefits the middle classes, and cuts here hurt
study that used quarterly data for 1980-86 found that the poor less.
contraction in the labor market and increases in infla- The country's approach to stabilization was unfavor-
tion reduce still further the share of the poor in national able to the poor in this period. If the govemment had
income; depreciation of the real exchange rate works in chosen not to ration imports, relative prices would
the opposite direction. The results indicate that when have changed more sharply and without such a large
the inflation rate increases by 10 percent, the share of rise in inflation. Demand reduction through changes in
the poorest fifth of the population falls by 10 percent fiscal and monetary policy was necessary, but greater
(other things being equal). By contrast, when the real reliance on changes in relative prices would have mod-
exchange rate depreciates by 10 percent, the share of erated the recession and protected the poor. Changes
the poorest fifth rises by 20 percent. The study also in the composition of public expenditures, although
found that lower public spending and higher real inter- politically difficult, could also have made adjustment
est rates lead to smaller decreases in the incomes of the less painful for the most vulnerable.
poor than of the rich.

the early 1980s, supports the view that real depre-
ciation and lower inflation help the poor (Box 7.4). Figure 7.4 Investment pause versus
In Brazil and the Philippines alike, high inflation investment crash
and overvalued exchange rates, combined with
general uncertainty, also encouraged capital flight, Ratio of fixed
which benefited the rich and hurt the poor. investment to GDP

Costa Rica stands in sharp contrast to Brazil. It 30 _ [ 11 i1 j
suffered a deeper recession at the beginning of the _
period but undertook a substantial macroeconomic
adjustment. Between 1980 and 1986-87 the gov-
ernment cut its budget deficit from 8 percent of
GDP to 2-3 percent, and the real effective ex- 25
change rate depreciated by 30 percent. By 1986
output and wages had recovered and inflation had
declined. These changes account for the significant
improvement in poverty seen in Figure 7.3.

The success or failure of efforts to protect the 20
poor does not depend on whether the government
attempts to cushion the decline in consumption
during adjustment. The successful and the unsuc-
cessful alike have taken this route. Indeed, in both
Latin America and East Asia the counterpart of a 15 Latin America and
cushioned fall in consumption was lower invest- theCarean
ment (Figure 7.4). But Latin America's investment
rate is now 27 percent lower than in the early 1981 1983 1985 1987
1980s-and far below East Asia's. This illustrates
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decrease in the incomes of the poor was probably

Figure 7.5 Consumption and agricultural inevitable, even with significant declines in invest-
purchasing power, Sub-Saharan Africa ment. As the model described in Box 7.2 illus-
and Ghana trated, governments can maintain spending above

sustainable levels only temporarily and at great
cost. But with appropriate policies, governments

Index (1981 v oon) can minimize the decline. Demand-reducing mea-
sures that moderate inflation and lead to a more

120_ l j l - competitive real exchange rate hurt the poor less
110 ___ than the alternatives. This is even more the case if

1 1 the measures are resolute enough to maintain do-
100 | _ l mestic economic stability and thus prevent capital

loo 0e;0 If / 41 flight. In the 1990s avoiding a further squeeze on
l _ < K i 2 living standards will require an increased inflow of

go _ _ _ capital; where policy reform is on course, this will
be warranted. Beyond the short term, however,

80 _ __ . the only way to help the poor is to bring about
70 ____ l_____ ____ - sustainable recovery based on a growth path that

70_ involves efficient use of labor and widespread in-

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 vestment in human capital.
The problem of severe distortions

Agricultural purchasing power per capita Sub-Saharan Africa dominates the group of low-
Index (1981 = 100) income countries with severe distortions. These
120 distortions were exacerbated by the macroeco-

____ - 1 0 nomic shocks of the 1980s, and the region suffered
110 S i! l Cl 1 l badly. By the end of the decade many countries

had initiated significant reform programs. As in
100 the other groups, balancing the need to adjust

with the need to protect the poor called for a mix-
90TI 1 1 l 1t l ture of (in some cases radical) changes in funda-

____ ____ -1 1; \ ¢ l / 1[ mental policy and measures to cushion consump-
i 80 || ¢5 tj ) ~ \ 45 tion. Ghana provides an illustration. Like many

1 70 | pi 0 1{ Table 7.4 Changes in key variables, Ghana,l l 1980 to 1988
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 (percent, unless otherwise indicated)

Ghana Indicator 1980-84 1985-88

Sub-Saharan Africa Average growth rate
GDP per capita -4.1 1.7

Note: Private consumption per capita is calculated on the basis of Private consumption per capita -3.4 1.6
the total population; agricultural purchasing power is calculated Agricutural pucanper
on the basis of the rural population. Agricultural purchasing power

! ___________________________________________ _ |per capitaa -10.3 10.6b

Share of GDP
Fixed investment 5.0 9.9b
Fiscal deficit 4.2 0.5the limits of a pause in investment as a way of Foreig decits4.8 3.8

cushioning consumption: a pause makes sense
only if it is followed by an investment recovery Average valueReal effective exchange rate, 172 32
that prepares the way for future growth in Black market premium (percent)d 597 62

output-as in Costa Rica and Malaysia. Otherwise a. This is the growth in nominal value added in agriculture per

a country may start with a smaller reduction in capita rural population, deflated by the consumer price index as a
consumption but end with a permanently lower rough measure of terms of trade gains for farmers.

b. 1985-87.
level. c. Based on the official exchange with 1980 = 100 and expressed in

A substantial reduction in demand was unavoid- terms of foreign currency per unit of domestic currency.d. The percentage of the black market exchange rate above the offi-
able in Brazil and Costa Rica. As a result, some cial rate-this had declined to 4 percent by 1988.
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countries in this group, its economy has suffered The changes in official prices in Ghana were sim-
from serious distortions, a long-term decline in its ilar to those made by many countries in the late
infrastructure and institutions, and adverse exter- 1980s. The alternative, which was commonly fol-
nal shocks. Its experience since the mid-1980s, lowed in the early 1980s, was to avoid changes in
however, illustrates the benefits of effective policy nominal exchange rates by rationing imports. This
(Figure 7.5). led to appreciation of real exchange rates and ex-

In Ghana movement on the policy fundamentals pansion of parallel markets for foreign exchange.
meant large rises in many official prices. These in- Attempts to control domestic prices usually led to
creases were needed to deal with the distortions the dominance of parallel product markets, in
between official and parallel markets and between which prices were more strongly influenced by the
agriculture and the rest of the economy (Table 7.4). black market exchange rate than by the official
They were supported by strong fiscal adjustment, rate. This happened, for example, in prereform
with an effort to redirect public spending toward Ghana and in Tanzania. And in countries in which
the poor. This change in priorities allowed for the general rationing and price controls were com-
rehabilitation and expansion of some social ser- pounded by other sources of acute instability (such
vices. Ghana's approach, in other words, was en- as war, as in Angola and Mozambique) rural mar-
tirely consistent with the development strategy ad- kets disintegrated. Farmers were forced to with-
vocated in this Report. Moderating consumption draw into subsistence production.
losses by reducing fixed investment was not an In assessing the impact of adjustment on pov-
option. Investment was already depressed in the erty, the main concern is with rural incomes. Rural
mid-1980s, and it has yet to recover to a level that areas accounted for 80 percent or more of those in
would be sufficient merely to replace worn-out poverty in countries such as Ghana in the 1980s. A
capital. Foreign aid was therefore an essential ele- strategy of rationing imports and reducing official
ment in supporting Ghana's recovery in consump- producer prices clearly hurts rural areas. But how
tion per capita, which grew at 1.6 percent a year in have the radical changes adopted in Ghana and
1985-88. Continued aid will be necessary if invest- other countries influenced the lives of the rural
ment is to recover and consumption is to continue poor? The answer is that many have been helped,
to grow in the 1990s. but some have been hurt (Box 7.5).

Box 7.5 The effect of macroeconomic adjustment on farmers in Sub-Saharan Africa

Regina Ofo is a farmer in Bendel State in Nigeria. For respond to higher prices by increasing food production
her, the structural adjustment program of 1986, which because he lives in Imo State, where land is scarce.
included measures to increase farm prices, has meant Malawi's reforms, which date back to 1981, have in-
something concrete: she is better off. Because she earns duded substantial price increases for maize. These in-
more from farming, she can afford to buy new clothes creases have both helped and hurt small-scale farmers.
for herself and her two daughters, and she was even Maize farmers-many of whom are poor-tripled their
able to prepare a Christmas feast for the less fortunate output in the early 1980s and have helped Malawi re-
in her village. Babatunde Akinola, a former municipal vive its export trade. But some lost out in the short run.
employee, has also benefited. As a result of the scrap- Dester Mlondo is unable to produce enough maize to
ping of the government-run Cocoa Marketing Board in feed her family year-round. She has to sell her maize at
1986 and the subsequent currency devaluations, inde- harvest time, when prices are low, to obtain cash for
pendent merchants are offering prices for cocoa that other household needs. The removal of maize subsi-
are many times higher than prices in the early 1980s. dies in 1987 has meant that maize becomes expensive
Mr. Akinola spent his pension rehabilitating his fa- in the months before harvest, when Mrs. Mlondo must
ther's cocoa farm in Ondo State. His income has risen buy maize to feed her family.
substantially. Since 1986 he has built a large house, and Adjustment measures that favor agriculture will
he is able to send his children to some of the best gradually pull up the whole rural economy. In the
schools in Nigeria. shorter term they have helped many farmers but hurt

Others have been less fortunate. Rising food prices others. Even the losers might soon have been worse off
are not always welcome to farmers who have to buy without the reforms-but that is little comfort to people
food part of the time. Before the change in policy, Nse such as Mr. Nnachukwu and Mrs. Mlondo. Measures
Nnachukwu was able to feed his family of six with to protect the most vulnerable during adjustment are
produce from his plot and his proceeds from petty discussed further in the section on "Public expenditure
trading. But higher prices for food and other basic restructuring and the poor."
goods have outrun his income. Furthermore, he cannot
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that are little affected by international price and

Figure 7.6 Agricultural terms of trade, Nigeria exchange rate changes, and they have suffered
and Tanzania from the contraction in economic activity; this was

important in Nigeria. Finally, some of the poor in
rural areas-in Malawi, for example-are net pur-

Nigeria chasers of food. These mixed short-run effects do
Index (1978 = 100) not diminish the case for strong price incentives in
350 agriculture. But they underline one of the central
300 P I messages of Chapter 4: a coherent overall strategy

that includes improved marketing and rural infra-
250 l l : / structure is needed to support growth in rural in-

comes.
Rural areas tend to gain from adjustment, espe-

cially in the medium term. Indirect evidence sug-
100 1 1l X t 4 gests that it is the urban poor who are more at risk.

Real urban incomes may fall-but not always be-
50 4 > V I cause of higher prices, as is often supposed. In
o 0 6-l . _ . _-] many cases poor urban consumers are paying

1978 1980 1982 198 1986 1988 parallel-market prices rather than official prices
1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 when adjustment begins, and higher official prices

Real effective exchange rate a often have neutral, and perhaps favorable, effects
- - ~ Agricultural terms of trade b on the prices actually paid by the urban poor. The

main reason for decreases in urban income is theTanzana (export crops) contraction in the demand for urban labor. In

200 many countries this was unavoidable. Urban
l E______ - spending, especially in the public sector, reached

levels in the 1970s that were clearly unsustainable.
150 Even before the adoption of reform measures, both

Ghana and Nigeria experienced a radical decline in
1i0 4/the position of urban labor. Urban-rural migration

/ 0 has become significant in both countries-three-
fifths of all internal migrants in Ghana during

50 1 9 , / 1982-87 came from Accra, the capital.
- _ _ o-_ In this third group of countries the problems of

7l -- r 7 adjustment and poverty are at their most severe.
0 o But, as before, the appropriate path is to combine
1977/78 1979/80 1981/82 1983/84 1985/86 1987/88 effective action on policy fundamentals with as

Real effective exchange rate (1978 = 100) a much support for private consumption as macro-PriReal reffetivedby excharknge rards (17 0)aeconomic resources allow. Two special factors de-
Prices received by producers serve to be stressed regarding this group. First,

price distortions are in many cases still so great
a. In terms of domestic currency per unit of foreign currency. that dramatic price reforms may be either neutral
b. The value added deflator divided by the consumer price index. or beneficial for the poor, who in many cases have

gained little from attempts to control official prices.
Second, usually the only short-run option for

Price reform helps the rural poor by raising their moderating consumption declines is foreign aid.
incomes as producers. Sometimes, however, even Given the depth of the structural problems in
large changes in the official exchange rate and in many countries, a lengthy transition during which
prices have failed to have much effect on poverty. aid finances consumption as well as a recovery in
Figure 7.6 illustrates the experience of Nigeria and investment will probably be necessary.
Tanzania. Potential gains from depreciation of the Macroeconomic policy choices and political feasibility
exchange rate have not always been passed on;
sometimes, notably in Tanzania, they have been Protecting the poor through macroeconomic policy
absorbed by inefficient marketing chains. More- has proved easier in some countries than in others.
over, many of the poorest farmers produce crops The East Asian countries were in a better position
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Box 7.6 The political economy of adjustment

Effective adjustment can ease the burden on the poor 1986, Turkey in 1983, Costa Rica in the mid-1980s, and
in the short run and reduce poverty in the long run. Yet so on. In these cases, leaders built on discontent with
adjustment poses dilemmas for political leaders. The previous forms of economic management and de-
policies often impose costs on constituents-sometimes fended market-oriented policies as "progressive." Un-
permanent costs, as when monopoly profits or trans- der these circumstances the fit between the politics and
fers are cut. They also involve a tradeoff between economics of effective adjustment can be close. Where
present and future-a tradeoff that politicians, with new economic teams have come to power and the poli-
elections to win, interest groups to satisfy, and coups cies of the previous team have been discredited, there
to deflect, find awkward. The success of adjustment is scope for ambitious reform. In such cases demand-
measures may depend on the feasibility of building reducing and restructuring measures should be intro-
coalitions of those who benefit and on careful sequenc- duced as quickly as is technically and economically fea-
ing with respect to political as well as economic sible. Swift action establishes the credibility of the
objectives. program, limits the opportunity for resistance to coa-

Favorable initial conditions, which many East Asian lesce, and increases the likelihood that new leaders will
countries enjoy, reduce the political as well as the eco- reap the political fruits of reform. These lessons are
nomic costs of adjustment. The openness of the Malay- particularly relevant for the new Eastern European de-
sian economy, Korea's strong export orientation, and mocracies.
Indonesia's long-standing stress on rural development A mix of swift action on the fundamentals and efforts
created important constituencies that quickly benefited to cushion consumption is often justified on welfare
from adjustment. This reduced the risks for political grounds. The political case for this approach can also
leaders and contributed to a virtuous circle of sound be strong. But there is an important difference between
policy and satisfactory economic performance. the two rationales. Concern with welfare puts the em-

Severe imbalances and large external shocks increase phasis on the poor, whereas a preoccupation with poli-
the temptation to delay adjustment. If people think, as tics points the other way, dictating that losses among
they did in Zambia, that economic difficulties are exter- politically powerful groups (such as formal sector
nally caused and adjustment policies extemally im- workers) be moderated. In designing programs to com-
posed, there is a high risk of losing political support. pensate losers among the poor, some leakage to such
Weak or divided govemments and those facing elec- groups may be both economically unavoidable (if the
toral challenges are likely to procrastinate. The govern- truly disadvantaged are to be reached) and politically
ments of Costa Rica and Ghana in the late 1970s and advisable.
early 1980s, Brazil in 1986, and the Philippines in 1984 As painful as they may be, crises can strengthen sup-
all delayed because of political uncertainties. This in- port for policy change, weaken antireform interest
creased the costs of adjustment. groups, and increase politicians' willingness to rely on

Some have argued that authoritarian regimes are bet- technocrats. For those governments that are willing to
ter at effecting adjustment, since they have no (parlia- act, the political risks of undertaking difficult measures
mentary) opposition demanding compromise and they can be relieved by outside support. When govern-
have the luxury of longer time horizons. The govern- ments lack the resources to cushion consumption, ex-
ments of Chile after 1973, Korea in the early 1980s, and temal capital inflows can play a vital role in the political
Ghana from the mid-1980s are examples. But there are sustainability of reform. Adjustment in both Ghana
many cases of strong reform under democratic and Turkey was facilitated by timely outside support
accountability-Jamaica in the 1980s, the Philippines in for committed governments.

at the beginning of the decade, they reacted swiftly choice of policies for dealing with macroeconomic
to the shocks by taking macroeconomic and re- disequilibrium (Box 7.6). Conflicts between politi-
structuring measures, and they used a pause in cal imperatives and the goal of reducing poverty
investment appropriately to moderate declines in are common. This is especially true when demand-
consumption during the transition. Their econo- reducing measures are required or when growth-
mies responded powerfully, and the poor were rel- promoting policies help the rural poor but hurt the
atively well protected, notably through changes in towns. If experience is a guide, strong executives
relative prices. A weaker initial position undoubt- with a mandate for change seem best placed to
edly contributed to the plight of the poor in other pursue reform-and, given the opportunity, it
areas. But policy was of critical importance, as the makes sense to act quickly. In any case, external
progress achieved in Costa Rica and Ghana capital flows and measures to compensate losers
testifies. play a crucial political role as well as a purely eco-

Political factors have a decisive influence on the nomic one.
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Public expenditure restructuring and the poor * Preparing the way for a recovery in investment.
Although a decrease in public investment is an ap-

Macroeconomic and structural adjustment policies propriate initial response to a shock, a subsequent
can evidently have a significant impact on the recovery is essential.
poor. In many countries reducing poverty has There are clearly tradeoffs here, and some of

been facilitated by good macroeconomnic policy them become sharper in a macroeconomic crisis.
chokces. But many of the poor have suffered and
continue to suffer in the wake of the shocks of the ublic spendimg to cushion declimnes i consump-
1980s. Even if policy promotes the expansion of tion becomes all the more important, but so does
labor demand by reducing biases against labor- maintaining and expanding the capital stock. Ac-
intensive activiti, reaucnomg es takegimsto lore- curate targeting is especially valuable in the face of
intensive activities, economies take time to re- these difficulties, but by definition, it entails cuts
spond, and some groups of laborers or small-scale that hur ties, makitngai pout-
producers will lose during the transition. Also, that hurt the rich or middle classes making it polit-
dealing with shocks and excessive public debt of- ally as wel as administratively awkward. Never-

ten involve cut in,.ublicp, wtheless, countries such as Chile and Indonesia
ten nvoles cts n pulic pening,whic ma have managed to alter their public spending nroni-

hurt the poor directly. Table 7.5 shows how reduc- tie asartog p pe g po
tions in aggregate spending affected spending on hes as part of an overall fiscal adjustment.
social services in Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin This section focuses on short-run changes in
America in the early 1980s. Social spending fell in budgetary expenditures. But changes in govern-
both regions-but in Sub-Saharan Africa changes ment receipts can also be important. In many
in allocation in favor of the social sectors provided countries there is a case for reforming the structure

of revenues in a manner that both serves long-runa little protection, whereasitin ama tre efficiency and is broadly progressive; well-
were actually shifts in composition away from so- designed direct and indirect tax structures and

ciah spending. public spendingunderpressure, user charges for utilities, energy products, and so-
howi overa it pussiblito spending uder poor?Teresure, cial services have these characteristics. Where such

thowe faris itemepssib tohprotect thek. po?Trae reforms can be introduced swiftly, increased reve-
three main elements in that task.

nues can reduce the need for spending cuts. A
* Cushioning consumption. The poor lack savings good example is reduced subsidies on petroleum

and access to credit, and they are ill-equipped to products in Indonesia. Often, however, reform of
protect their consumption on their own. the tax system takes longer.

* Maintaining physical and human capital. Adjust-
ment may mean a long-term setback for the poor if Restructuring public expenditure during adjustment
it undermines the resources that enable them to Many countries have cut spending across the

work as small-scale producers and laborers. Health board. The Philippines in the mid-1980s is an ex-
and education, irrigation works, and rural roads ample. The

are sme o theinvesment tha shold no be mple Theshare of spending on the social sectors,are some of the investments that should not be agriculture, and poverty-oriented programs re-

mained roughly constant at about 30 percent of
noninterest spending, but because of the overall

Table 7.5 Fiscal contraction and social spending, cutbacks real per capita spending in these areas in
Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America 1986 was about two-thirds of the 1981 level. Since

overall public spending in the Philippines benefits
Region and indicator 1980 1985 (percent) the nonpoor disproportionately, they also suffered
Real expenditure per capita (1978 = 100) substantial losses from the cuts. But it is the poor
Sub-Saharan Africa who are most vulnerable, and the pattern of

Total noninterest spending 96 64 -33 spending did not change to protect them.
Social spending 85 63 -26 Indonesia also had to cut its public spending af-

Latin America ter oil prices declined in the early 1980s. Between
Total noninterest spending 110 92 -16
Social spending 107 87 -18 1982-83 and 1987-88 its real public spending fell by

Social spending 107 87 -18 17 percent. But despite an 80 percent increase in
Social spending as a percentage of total noninterest spending 17terent But spen 80 pecntaincresein
Sub-Saharan Africa 23 26 13 iterestpayments, spendingto maintaineconomic
Latin America 23 20 -16 and social infrastructure was protected, and trans-
Note: The figures include all countries in which total real noninterest fers to the provinces increased by 29 percent. The
spending declined during the period. reallocation was feasible because of a substantial
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reduction in development spending and a real de-
cline in the wage bill. Within development spend- Figure 7.7 Who gained from public spending on
ing, resources shifted from import-intensive in- education? Chile, 1974 to 1986
dustry and mining to human resources. The net
effect was to increase the employment content of
public spending and preserve adequate resources Percentage of educational expenditure

for maintaining and selectively expanding social 50
and economic infrastructure. The Indonesian gov-
ernment has traditionally avoided explicit trans-
fers, but shifts of public spending into activities 40
with a high employment content helped to main-
tain the incomes and consumption of the poor.

The pattern of spending within sectors is as im-
portant as the pattern among sectors. It is often 30
argued that when social spending is cut, services
for the poor are cut most. The evidence is inconclu-
sive. In some African countries primary education
and health services suffered disproportionately, 20
and the quality of service declined. Cuts tend to
bear hardest on supplies and equipment; person-
nel costs are harder to adjust. (In Cameroon sala-
ries rose to 99 percent of total recurrent health
spending in the fiscal squeeze of 1985-87.)

Chile managed to protect services to the poor
during its fiscal adjustment. Despite lower public o
spending on goods and services overall, basic
health and child nutrition programs targeted to the 1 1980 1983 1986

poor expanded. This helped to sustain a continued
improvement in social conditions in the 1980s, in- Income group

cluding further declines in mortality rates for chil- * 30 percent poorest i30 percent rniddle

dren under 5. In education, too, the government 0 40 percent richest

maintained quality by ensuring an adequate sup- Sourc: Castafieda forthcoming.
ply of materials; expenditure on these items rose in
real terms despite cuts in total education spending.
The government also tilted its spending in favor of
primary education. Survey data confirm that this These transfers often form part of the social action
reallocation was progressive. A longer-term reori- programs that many countries have recently intro-
entation of public spending on education toward duced (Box 7.7).
the poor continued in the 1980s despite increasing
fiscal austerity (Figure 7.7). SUBSIDIES. General subsidies often benefit the

urban poor (and occasionally the rural poor, as in
Protecting the poor through transfers Egypt and in Kerala, India), but leakages to the
in a macroeconomic crisis nonpoor are substantial. As a result, fiscal outlays

must be large to have much of an impact on the
Should transfers rise or fall during adjustment? poor, and the costs of maintaining them during a
Reducing transfers may seem an obvious part of macroeconomic crisis are high. Better targeting is
growth-oriented fiscal adjustment, but it can add highly desirable-but difficult.
to the burden of the poor. The alternative is better Jamaica and Sri Lanka, for instance, both shifted
targeting, but this too is difficult at the best of from general to targeted food subsidies in the late
times and rarely gets any easier in a macroeco- 1970s and early 1980s. The switch succeeded in
nomic crisis. There is some scope, however, for reducing aggregate subsidies: in Sri Lanka these
using three sorts of transfer-subsidies, public em- declined from 5 percent of GDP in 1975-79 to less
ployment schemes, and compensation for laid-off than 1 percent in 1984, and in Jamaica they went
workers-to help the poor during adjustment. from a peak of 6 percent of GDP in 1977 to less
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Box 7.7 Packaging interventions: the role of social action programs

The late 1980s saw an increasing number of special health, drugs, nutrition, and shelter, all with a strong
multisectoral schemes that sought to mitigate the social orientation toward community involvement and the
costs of adjustment; those in Bolivia, Ghana, and Mad- participation of indigenous NGOs. Problems of foreign
agascar are the most advanced and best known. These and domestic coordination have badly delayed imple-
programs induded short-run measures to relieve dis- mentation. Both programs have served three important
tress (such as public employment, severance pay- purposes: mobilizing foreign assistance, raising do-
ments, and credit schemes for displaced workers) and mestic awareness of poverty inside and outside the
other measures (ranging from urban sanitation to pro- government, and easing the introduction of difficult
vision of textbooks) that form part of a longer-term adjustment measures.
strategy for reducing poverty. They often involve many Neither scheme is an ideal model for other countries,
donors and local and international NGOs. especially in Africa-Bolivia's because of its special, au-

Bolivia's Emergency Social Fund (ESF) and Ghana's tonomous character and Ghana's because of its com-
Programme of Action to Mitigate the Social Costs of plexity. Newer schemes have been less complex than
Adjustment (PAMSCAD) have entirely different de- PAMSCAD, but most still have many components and
signs. The ESF involved a new institution-essentially mix short- and long-run measures. This raises prob-
a domestic financing agency for projects chosen by lo- lems of coordination and may divert attention and re-
cal communities and executed by private contractors. sources from where they are needed most. Sometimes
Thanks to strong leadership, highly motivated person- immediate measures to start dealing with long-term
nel (who received salaries above civil service rates), problems will be desirable, but they should be compati-
and minimal government involvement, the scheme ble with longer-term strategies. The Economic Manage-
was implemented rapidly. By contrast, PAMSCAD ment and Social Action Project in Madagascar, for ex-
works with established government agencies. It in- ample, includes measures to provide drugs and
cludes twenty-three antipoverty interventions that support family planning, but these will feed into
cover public works, credit, training, low-cost water, longer-term health interventions.

than 1 percent in the mid-1980s. But some of the opportunity cost of subsidies in a period of adjust-
poor lost out because coverage was incomplete. In ment is high.
Sri Lanka the real value of food stamps declined.
Furthermore, there is evidence that income de- PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SCHEMES. Most countries
creased for the poorest fifth of the population, that are undergoing adjustment have to cope with
whereas less poor households were protected by a temporary drop in labor demand. Public employ-
the general rise in economic activity and growth in ment schemes are usually better than subsidies at
real urban wages. Jamaica did somewhat better, reaching the poor under these circumstances. Bo-
especially in providing food in clinics to pregnant livia, Chile, Peru, and, more recently, Ghana and
women and children under 5. Self-selection im- Madagascar have used employment schemes in re-
proved targeting for this group. sponse to macroeconomic shocks. Similar pro-

These and other cases suggest three conclusions. grams in South Asia provide a safety net for the
First, when subsidies are already well targeted- rural poor. These programs often take the form of
say through feeding programs for vulnerable traditional public works schemes, but in some
groups that are held in clinics attended by the countries, including Bolivia, Ghana, and Madagas-
poor-there is a powerful case for maintaining car, the government acts as a financing agency for
them. (Chile is again a good example.) In such labor-intensive projects carried out by private
well-designed systems temporary increases in the contractors.
ration may be considered. Second, where better The poor may face a temporary decline in real
targeting is feasible-through food stamps, a shift wages owing to reduced demand for labor or shifts
to goods consumed mainly by the poor, or geo- in relative prices-higher food prices, for instance.
graphic targeting-it should be pursued. Third, if (A study in Bangladesh found that real agricultural
improved targeting is practically or politically diffi- wages first fell and then recovered after an increase
cult, it may be better to cut subsidies across the in rice prices. Full adjustment took three to four
board, releasing resources for other programs. The years.) Public employment schemes can help the
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poor in both cases. If targeting is to be through
self-selection, however, the wage must be set low. Figure 7.8 How public employment schemes

The public employment programs in Chile and alleviate unemployment: Chile, 1970 to 1989
Peru are good examples. At their peak in 1983
Chile's programs provided employment to a re-
markable 13 percent of the labor force (Figure 7.8). Percentage of total labor force

Afterward, the programs were run down as the 35
labor market recovered. At its peak in 1986 Peru's
Programa de Apoyo de Ingreso Temporal (PAIT) 30 l l _! i_ A _ __

employed 3.5 percent of the labor force. Both
schemes paid low wages, thus reinforcing target- 25
ing through self-selection. In 1986-87 two-thirds of 2- l
the employees in the Chilean programs were from
the poorest 20 percent of the population, and both 20 ,,
schemes attracted many women (half of the pro-
gram's workers in Chile and three-quarters in 15
Peru). Low wages also meant that relatively broad -/ t _

coverage was affordable, especially in Chile, where
the total cost of the program was 1.4 percent of 10 _ _ __ii____ |
GNP at the peak in 1983. Chile's program was fi-
nanced from domestic sources, partly through 5 __/_i I!
lower spending on civil service wages. Peru's pro-
gram, at its height in 1986, cost only 0.2 percent of
GNP and 4 percent of total public investment.

Both schemes were controversial. Chile's 1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 1989

aroused much hostility and was viewed by some - Unemployment 0 Public employment schemes

as a make-work scheme to reemploy sacked public Total

sector workers. Peru's program was popular l
among workers but became discredited when it Source: Riveros 1989 and World Bank data.

was increasingly used for political purposes. Nev- ___
ertheless, both programs successfully targeted the
poor and provided social security for the unem-
ployed during the recession. ing into a famine. The temporary shocks to the

Bolivia's Emergency Social Fund (ESF) included rural labor market under consideration here are
employment measures with similar objectives but very similar to the reductions in purchasing power
with a different design: a special agency, substan- that occur in a drought. In one respect adjustment
tial donor finance, and the use of private contrac- is easier: since the initial source of the shock is not
tors to hire construction workers at market wages. an interrupted food supply, the government can
It succeeded in channeling donor finance to local focus on employment without having to worry
infrastructure projects, and it softened the decline about the food distribution system. But since there
in activity in an economy that was contracting is not a visible crisis, there is less information
sharply. It recruited male workers almost exclu- about destitution and less chance of special foreign
sively and was much less finely targeted than the assistance. If a government is to use public em-
Chilean and Peruvian schemes-no doubt because ployment schemes to best effect, it must develop
it paid market wages. Fewer than half of the ESF mechanisms for monitoring vulnerable groups,
workers came from the poorest 40 percent of Boliv- and it must be willing to cut spending that benefits
ian households. the nonpoor. The demand for work provided

These cases confirm the potential for public em- through employment schemes can itself supply
ployment schemes, especially those targeted to ur- the government with information on the extent of
ban labor markets. But can such schemes reach the need.
rural poor, too? Chapter 6 concluded that a mixed In Africa donor finance is often available, but the
strategy of cash-for-work schemes and measures complementary supervisory and material re-
to increase the availability of food through private sources are much scarcer than in Latin America
and public channels can stop a drought from turn- and South Asia. It is too early to judge the schemes
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currently being implemented, although some of in the public sector are likely to be heavy, and they
them have already proved effective in dealing with will lead to deepening poverty. Unemployment
drought (for example, in Botswana and Cape compensation, which may be politically necessary
Verde in the 1980s). The use of employment in the 1990s in any case, will also make sense as a
schemes to transfer income to the poor should be means of reducing poverty.
paralleled by efforts to introduce efficient labor- If compensation is necessary, direct payments
intensive techniques in infrastructure programs. are better than special credit and retraining
Ghana provides an example of this parallel ap- schemes. Special credit programs have been tried
proach: a food-for-work scheme run by a local in Ghana, Guinea, Mauritania, and Senegal. In
NGO has recently been substantially expanded general, such programs have had a sorry record
with the aim of providing employment for the ru- and have brought few benefits to the poor (see
ral poor. Although the organizers expect some Chapter 4). Measures to promote investment by
benefits in the form of improvements to rural infra- small-scale enterprises are an important part of
structure, transfers are the main objective. In addi- any growth strategy, but they should not be mixed
tion, the Ministry of Transport has adopted effi- up with compensation schemes. As for training,
cient labor-intensive methods of building feeder the emphasis should be on developing a training
roads. The Ministry works through local contrac- system that increases the flexibility of skilled labor
tors, who employ roughly four times as much la- rather than on special initiatives to equip displaced
bor as with other common methods and use 40 workers for specific new jobs.
percent less foreign exchange than is usual.

Lessons for adjustment in the 1990s
COMPENSATING THE LOSERS. The most visible

losers in adjustment are often formal sector urban Even if the 1990s prove less turbulent than the
workers who lose their jobs. Governments often 1980s, many countries will confront the need to
target benefits to laid-off workers-for example, adjust. Some will face new adverse shocks, and
through severance or other redeployment pay- many will be continuing the process of adjustment
ments, special credits, and retraining schemes. that started in the 1980s. The experience of the
Such measures are frequently prominent in social 1980s suggests that efforts to restructure econo-
action programs. The newly unemployed often mies in the wake of a macroeconomic crisis are, by
suffer losses, but they are generally not the poorest and large, consistent with a medium-term shift to-
members of society. Civil servants, for example, ward a pattem of growth and human capital for-
are usually well equipped to withstand a spell of mation that effectively reduces poverty. In the
unemployment, and in many countries with over- short run, however, some of the poor may lose
extended civil services, public sector workers have out. A combination of effective action on the policy
other sources of income. One study of Nigeria fundamentals (notably changes in relative prices to
found that many laid-off civil servants had main- favor agriculture) and efforts to moderate declines
tained their land rights and were able to return to in consumption (through a pause in investment,
farming (although this was less true of the young). for instance) can help many of the poor in most

Reducing public employment is often an essen- cases. But shifts in the pattern of public spending
tial part of adjustment, especially in Sub-Saharan toward goods and services consumed by poor peo-
Africa. But it is politically difficult, and some form ple and transfers targeted to them will often be
of compensation may be necessary. Payment of necessary as well. Increased capital inflows can
compensation, however, implies that fewer re- also help to soften the impact of adjustment on the
sources will be available to soften the consumption poor, and they could be particularly important in
declines of the poor, protect the capital stock, and Latin America, Eastern Europe, and Sub-Saharan
support a recovery in investment. By contrast, in Africa. But without sound economic policies, in-
Eastern Europe those who lose their jobs are also creased capital flows can provide only temporary
likely to be among the poor. There, notably in Po- relief. They are no substitute for domestic action to
land, state employees made up an increasing share protect the poor.
of the poor in urban areas in the 1980s. Job losses
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